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New York Still Recovering
From Awful Gas Disaster

National
Guard 

Presence in
New York

Increased

by Ned Scott

— The world has been

watching as the disaster that

befell New York still has

impacted life in the city. The

curfew still remains. Several

detention centers have been

set up around the city to

detain looters and various

other hooligan elements oper-

ating contrary to the recovery

of normal city functioning.

A spokesman from the

Mayor’s Disaster

Management Team has indi-

cated that the recent escape of

mentally ill patients from the

May 18th shelling of the

Manhattan State Hospital on

Wards Island as the likely

culprits in the citywide

attacks.

Mayor James Walker has

been disturbed about reports

of blatant acts of homicidal

rage by the masses. “We feel

that the media has wrongly

portrayed the acts of a few

mentally ill individuals as a

horrendous outbreak of wan-

ton murder and destruction

by half the population of the

city,” explained Mayor

Walker. “New York is a good

city with amazing hard work-

ing people.”

The biggest question to

be asked is what reduced

these mental patients into

homicidal maniacs? “The

hysteria caused by the

unknown nature of the gas

clouds coupled with people in

a panic triggered in the men-

tally ill an unfortunate reac-

tion known as a psychotic

episode,” explained Dr. Fred

P. Clark, Superintendent of

Arkham Asylum. “Once the

shelling began at Manhattan

State Hospital, many of the

mental patients that fled were

at the asylum recovering

from trauma disorders as

result of the Great War. The

patients escaped from a

supervised environment that

was controlling them and

released them chaotically into

the environs of New York

City. Without structure and

regular attention, the patients

themselves were left to their

own disturbed devices.”

A special task force has

been established by the

Mayor’s Disaster

Management Team to deal

specifically with the issue of

recovering the missing men-

tally ill patients. Should you

see anybody acting strangely

and you suspect him or her to

potentially being one of miss-

ing mental patients, contact

the authorities immediately!

Don’t attempt to confront or

detain them as they are con-

sidered to be violently

deranged and capable of hor-

rid acts of violence if pro-

voked.

— The current state of

chaos in New York has

resulted in 1000 additional

National Guard troops being

assigned to protect the city

and citizens.

A sizable majority of the

new forces of the National

Guard have increased the

protected area around

Central Park, which is being

patrolled by the New York

police and National Guard

troops. Officials with the

City of New York have been

unable to explain why so

many troops are standing

sentry over Central Park. It

has been rumored that a large

make shift detention facility

has been assembled in

Central Park to house the

increasing numbers of loot-

ers.

Regular heavy flatbed

truck traffic with military

markings has been sighted

entering and leaving the

secured area frequently.  The

trucks have been sighted

going to Blackwells Island in

the East River. Attempts at

getting to Blackwells Island

have been stopped by

National Guard patrols.

Huge plumes of smoke have

been wafting along the East

River from the Blackwells

Island. What is being

burned?

Publisher Charles Foster

Kane of the New York Daily

Inquirer promises to provide

to New York City details on

this matter once they become

available. “This is a matter

that reeks of cover-up worse

than the stench of whatever

is being burned on

Blackwells Island,”

explained Charles Foster

Kane, 34. “What right does

the government have to keep

this from the public?”

—Prominent physician,

Dr. Charles McNider, 32, was

blinded in a vicious hand

grenade attack while trying to

save a life. Circumstances of

the attack are sketchy.

McNider is in guarded condi-

tion recovering from a hand

grenade thrown into a hotel

room that resulted in the

death of the star witness,

Toby Yates, 20, in the trial

against mobster “Killer”

Maroni.  Also killed in the

attack was a detective from

the NYPD Ninth Precinct,

David Pattison, 28. 

McNider was summoned

by police authorities to save

the life of Yates that had been

suffering an asthma attack.

The extent of McNider’s

injuries according to hospital

officials is uncertain. What is

known for certain is that the

talented physician Charles

McNider is expected to be

blind for the rest of his life. 

“Killer” Maroni is

expected to be set free as

early as tomorrow unless

another witness can come

forward. Maroni has been

suspected as a hired gun for

the Gambaro crime syndi-

cate. Yates was scheduled to
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—The shocking gas

deaths of over 500 residents

in the Bronx has been deter-

mined to be the caused by a

gas leak from a broken natu-

ral gas main and not the

strange gaseous fumes from

the West Washington Market

dock fires. 

A spokesman from the

New York Utilities

Commission indicated that

the tragedy in the Bronx was

due to a faulty valve mecha-

nism that failed sometime in

the early morning hours the

day of gas clouds originating

from West Washington

Market dock fires. “The

cloud of fumes masked the

gas leak,” stated Daryl

Pittakis, 61, Assitant

Superintendant from the

NYUC. “The people didn’t

realize what was going on till

it was too late. Most of them

died in their sleep.”

An emergency disaster

morgue has been established

at the Church of the New

Revelation Kingdom in the

Red Hook section of the

Bronx. Officials are uncer-

tain how long it will take to

process the 637 bodies of the

expired in the Bronx.

by Mercy Bly

— Amidst all the chaos

rampant in the city, the lives

of two New York policemen

are in doubt right now. A

fierce gun battle at one of the

inbound train platforms of

Grand Central Station was

the scene of a multiple homi-

cide. Apparently two groups

clashed at the platform, shots

were fired and three people

wound up dead. 

Two NYPD police offi-

cers encountered the fleeing

gunmen and were left in a

traumatized state of mind. An

NYPD spokesman has indi-

cated that both are being

treated at Mt. Sinai Hospital

for excessive unexplained

mental duress and trauma.

One of the groups is

described as strangely having

some clowns participating in

the conflict. The other group

was pegged as potentially

being some sort of uncouth

mobster element. This claim

based on the huge amount of

machine gun damages evi-

dent in the platform area.

Unsubstantiated rumors

claim that some twisted

German criminal is leading

the group. NYPD have a

solid description on this sus-

pect and expect to be appre-

hending them for further

questioning shortly.

Several of the deceased

have been identified. Benito

Jolly, 28, of Havana, Cuba of

died from gunshots in the bat-

tle. Also found dead at the

scene was Russell Chandler,

51, of Hoboken, New Jersey.

One of the attackers was

badly mutilated during the

attack and his identity is

unknown.

Several witnesses report-

ed that one group went down

the train tracks seemingly

forcing one of the other

attackers to leave with them.

Another group of the attack-

ers in the milieu seemingly

walked away out the front

doors of Grand Central

Station without incident.

Bystanders with knowledge

of the crime are asked to con-

tact the NYPD immediately.
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—The New York State

Mental Hospital released a

detailed list of escaped men-

tal patients from the asylum.

Included on the list were sev-

eral criminally insane mur-

derers including the infamous

Dodgy the Clown, aka,

Edward Prince, 34. New York

residents were held in terror

for three weeks back in May

of 1928 when Dodgy went on

a killing spree and was

responsible for the murder of

13 people. 

Several weeks back one

of mental institutions in New

York was shelled due to sev-

eral mentally imbalanced

sailors of the US Navy.

Officials at the mental hospi-

tal were concerned about the

substantial number of the

asylum patients that escaped

due to damages wrought on

the walls from being shelled.

14 of the patients have

been returned due to the swift

actions of the NYPD. 29 are

still at large. If you have any

information or knowledge to

the whereabouts of these
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